The purpose of this paper is to transfer some J.Szarski's theorem on weak differential inequalities [1] to differential -functional inequalities of Volterra's type. Owing to the modification of the method of proofs in J.Szarski's theorems, whidh is introduced in this paper, we can obtain theorems on weak inequalities also in the cases, where the so-oalled comparison function ( > does not belong to the class of comparison functions in [1].
1. Introduction Let t,...,x R ), i = 1 be a system of functions defined in the set D = <0,T> x R n . Let the functions $(t) = {fy (t),..., <p n ( t}| be continuous in the interval <t,T> , where, -oo^t^O. We will consider the operator !!*{•)= •{h*(«);...,hJ(«)}, where H* (ft) = { h^ ( ^ ) ,hj 2 ( y> 2 ),. .. .i = having the properties: 1* If ft(6) = *(e) for any functions and for all 8e <T,t> , t £ < 0,T > , then ^(ft) = H 1^* ). 2* If ft(t) <*(t) for te <c,T> , then H t (ft)
We will apply the notation: = X, {f 1t ... f f n } = F, X $ ( < )X if and only if x ± « ( < )x ± for i = 1,...,n. We will write that a function F satisfies the condition V + in the set D, if X $ X implies t,X) $ t,X) for i = 1,...,n and for any points (t,X), (t,X) e D. (the condition W + , if h^i^) = ^(t)),
There exists a sequenoe ti'(t) = ju* (t) ,Ug(t},... ,u*( t)}, 9 = 1,2,..., wfiioh satisfies the conditions:
3° The functions ^(t) are continuous, positive and non--decreasing in the interval <zr,T> t 4° lim u"?(t) =0 for t e <r ,T> and j=1,2,...,n,
6° H*(f) + U 9 (t) * H*C * + t e (0,1) , 9=1,2,... Then $(t) $ *(t) for te <z>H> + Proof, Let l(t) = V(t) + U*(t). From the properties 1° and 6° we obtain P(
By the inequality 5°, we have Taking into consideration the assumptions 2° and 3° and the inequality (3), by the theorem on the strong inequality for the system of differential-functional equations, we obtain (4) $(t) << *(t) = *(t) + U*(t), te<r,T>, 9=1,2,... 
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The operator satisfies the conditions (a), (b) and the following inequality is true maj $(t) + U(i) = max $(t) + max U(t)^ <0,t> <0,i> <0,i> ^ max ($(t) + U(t)). <0,t>
.,n, s c <*,T> , and h is chosen in such a way that u(t) > t ^ J k(s)u(s)ds for any continuous, positive and non-det-h creasing function u(t). This operator fulfils the conditions (a), (b).
4. Properties of the function F implying the existenoe of the sequenoe |U v (t) Now we will give certain properties of a function P such that there exists a sequenoe {^(t)} fulfilling the conditions 3°, 4°, 5°, 6° if the operator H^i) fulfils the condition? (a), (b). Property A . let ¿(t,u) be a comparison func* tion of the first type (see [l] ) and let for a > 0 and (t,X) € D w'(t) = ¿(t,w) + ^ , te<0,T*>, w(0) = l.
We define the sequence {u^(t)| = t),... t )}, 9=1,2,., in the following way: (7) u^(t) = w^it) for t e <0,T*> 1 7 1=1,2, .n. for t e <r,0>
By the properties of a comparison function 6 and by (5), (6), the sequence (4) fulfils the conditions 3°, 4°i 5°, 6°. Property B. Let ()(t,u) be a comparison function of II type (see [l] ) and let for a > 0, (t,X) e D _Let w^(t) be a solution of the problem Let us notice that (10) Since the integral (10), we havie w*(T) 0, as S> -+oo. We construct the sequence {u^(t)| = {<^(t) like in A. If for etaample T ^ 1, then w*(t) has the form w*(t) = e "t(jT-1-lnt)^
In this oase we oonstruot the sequenoe {u'(t)} = = {u*(t),..., u*(t)} in the following way u'(t) = w 9 (t) for t e (0,T > ^Td-jT-lnT) for te<rf0 >.
It is easy to verify that this sequenoe has the properties 3° -6°. There exist examples of the comparison function of III type (see [l] ) that there exists the sequenoe {u*(t)} for them. The existence of the sequence {u^it)} is possible «4 in the case, when ¿(t) = ^ a. Property E. Let for t e (0,T> , a £ 0, i = 1,...,n t f ± (t,X+A) < f ± (t f X) + j a, where A = (a,a,...,a) e R n .
Let w^(t) be a solution of the problem (11) w' = + l)w, w(T) = i , t e (0,T> , 0 1 -T "f namely w (t) = -^r e~ e . We see that the sequenoe {u^t)} = {u*(t),...,u£(t)}, 9 -1,2,..., defined in the following way
